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The motion of a particle in an AG field m y  be described in terms 
of a transformation of the phase plane of the form 
where T is the period of the magnet sectors, x and y are the position 
and velocity of the particle at time t, and f and g are functions which 
satisfy 
i .e., the transfonuation is area preserving (MAC-JLP-3) . The properties 
r- 
of the transformation (1) in the case of a cubic non-linearity have been 
extensively studied by direct numerical integration ofthe differential 
/- 
equations (MURA-RW/JLP-4). A great deal of information may be obtained 
- 
from a study of the transformation (1) for a - ftxed value of t, (e.g., the 
middle of a focussing sector), and it is of interest to investigate the 
possibility that a simple analytic approximation to (1) can be obtained 
in this case. The advantage is speed of numerical calculatiorr is 
considerable since a single application of the transformation corresponds 
t c  moL,lot- ,t:lrcf~gh an eni.ire period, in co&rast to the direct solution 
of the equations of mot.ion, in which many steps per sector are required. 
Perhaps the simplest form of approximation (1) is obtained if it is 
assumed that the functfons f and g can be approximated by polynomials in 
x and y. If the non-linear terms in t,he differenti.al equation are cuhic, 
considerations of symetry require that the polynomials are odd in x and 
y. Also, if one wishes to approximate to the transformation at a point 
r 
of m e t r y  with respect to t, (i.e., the middle of a sector), then it 
is easy to .+ow that f and g must satisfy the relations 
The most general form for polynomials of degree 3, which satisfy all the 
above requirements, is easily found to be 
wfie.se a, b, c satisfy the conditcon a2 - b c = 1 and k is an arbitrary 
constant. The fixed points are the points (o, o) and (*xo, o), where 
/'- 
- 
Evidently the constants a, b, c may be chosen so as to ~roduce the 
desired behavior for small displacements, a-ld the constant k then de- 
termines xoc If xo is real there will be real fixed points on the line 
y = o, in analogy to 'he case in which linear and cubic forces are 
opposed, while if xo is imaginary, there are no fixed points except the 
origin, which is the case in which linear and cubic forces act in the 
e i 7% qwalitai;ive similarity to the real solutions is 
e~ri dent. It is d!ff :cult, however, to obtain a quarrtitakive approximation 
except in very limited regions of the plan=. In Fig. 1 the correct 
sclution for an N = 253.303, y motion is compared to approximations of the 
above form for various choices of the constant k. A compromise is 
necessary between approximation to the form of the "in-mriant curves" of 
the correct solu5ion and approximation to the betatron wavelength in the 
P 
non-linear region. These requirements cannot be met simultaneously. In 
Fig. 2 the wavelength obtained from the approximate transformation is 
wmpared to the act:nl m-velength. The nature of the compromise is 
clear si.nce improvement in wavelength approximation spoils the agreement 
with the shape of the phase curves. However, the qrlalitative agreement 
is surprisingly good in view of the fact that only a single constant is 
at. one's disposal. It is possible that the inclusion of terms of fifth 
order will improve the approximation, since a new axbitrary constant will 
be introduced. A general transformation cf order n, which has n fixed 
points on the x-axis is 
r 
- 2 in which a - b c - 1 and the numbers Ck are constants which determine 
the locatio~s of the (real or imaginary) fixed points, The work up to 
this time h?s bee? based on ceibic transfsrmat,ions only. The code is 
sufficiently general that unspmetric transformatFons can be employed, 
and some artempts have been made to approximate to t,ransformations through 
half-sectors cr q~zrtzr-sectors. If satisfactory approximation; are 
a 1 ore  Is able tc study pert~xbat!.ons of orbits due to 
m!.:al!grmen,ts, by in+;n>dirc<ng suitable aali shif-ts into sequences of 
'ransformations of the above form. In i:,he'following we describe one 
such &,tempt, wi.;ich seems to confirm the wpposition that there is at 
?east qua1 ikati-re ctsrrespondence bet ween these rrpprminmtions and the 
solutions ofthe equations of motion. 
r The ca&l,c tmsfurm3t.lon carry~ng a pmtlcle from the middle of one 
focussing se13:or Co the middle of the next mas applied to a machine con- 
sisting of fifty fcr;ss;ng-defocussing pairs in which two of them were 
displaced by a sma:l amo'mt. results are in qualitative agreement 
wj.i.h thiise obtained from the d;fferenitial equations and predicted by the 
''smooth apprcximation,'~ and the saving in Illiac time was almost a factor 
c f  fifty* 
brameters were chosen to correspond to a force strength of N = 
253.303 fnr r&:.cFA the be-f.at,ron wavelength near the origin is 10.75 
seci-ors. Figures 3 and 4 show the phase plots obtained for y and x 
motions, respectively, for a displacement of 0.001 unit. In each case, 
the displacement had the effect of shifting the original equilibrium 
orbit and of creating new equilibrium orbits corresponding to integral 
F resonances. Oscillations about these new orbits appear as "crescents" on 
the phase plots. 
r 
- Two sets of "crescents," corresponding to five and six wavelengths 
fi+,ting into the fifty sector machine, are seen in Fig, 3, Figo b, in 
additlor, to having crescerits corresponding to resonances of four and 
three wavelen$,hs fitking into the machlne, has tm minor sets of 
crescents corresponding to resonances of eleven and ten wavelengths 
fibting in three traversals of the machfne, 
A brief ytudj- C J ~  the effect cf the s:ze of the displacement on the 
mctlon has ?horn tha? this tends to increase the area of phase space 
occupied by the i'crezcents" and to cause inswility to set in at smaller 
amplitudes. Changing the parameters of t3e transformation, which 
amoucts t.o changing the force strength m.d hence the betatron wavelength 
near the origin, had the effect of shifting the positions of the equi- 
r librium orbits in the m m e r  predicted by the "tilted resonancetl idea. 




